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To suit to more restrictive
tensioning applications, Texas
Controls has designed its GR LD
Series Tensioners for Blades and
Tower Tensioning applications
and the innovative PD series for
foundations.

Texas Controls Hydraulic
Tensioners



-Positive Stop #1: When reached the
maximun stroke, the upper cilinder
stops the lower piston, reducing at this
time the load applied to the bolt. In
case of pressurizing the tensioner
without bolt, the load applied to the
cap, bellevilles etc its reduced to a half
of the total load.

-Positive Stop #2: When reached the
maximun stroke, the puller bar stops
against the lower cilinder. This fact
allows to try and test the tensioner
with no bolt engaged without damage
the cap, and with no over compression
of the bellevilles and preventing
overload of the thread in cap and
cilinders.
But, otherwise, this threaded joint is
designed with a high security coef, so
under any circumstances this joint
could fail.

GR LD Main Features



Every single part of the Texas Controls
tensioners are designed using FEM to
optimize geometrical parameters and
try to predict the behaviour under
expected and unexpected loads.

High Quality Steels are used in the
manufacturing of the puller bars. For
achieving a longer lifecycle, a perfect
combination of Geometry, Metalurgical
Factors and Surface Finish control is
needed to ensure the desired results
regarding the fatigue life improvement.

For Standard Tensioners 10.000 cycles*
is our standard life cycle, except in
bigger tensioners GR64 which is
expected a failure due to fatige after
6.000 cycles*.

GR LD Main Features



-Emergency Brake: This family of
hydraulic tensioners include a
mechanical device that acts in case
of failure in service of the puller bar.
This brake absorbs kinetic energy
converting it in elastic energy,
preventing the tensioner of being
projected in case of a puller failure.

GR LD Main Features



-High quality Geared Nut-runner
system: The geared nut-runner
system of the GR family of
tensioners have been designed for
great behaviour on the field and
long lasting with no damages.
Its have been proven as the better
gearbox in the market.Texas Controls GearBox

Competitors GearBox

GR LD Main Features



-High quality Sealing: High quality
polimer and easy removal seals are
used in this family of tensioners.

-Easy Removal Puller Bar, for fast
maintenance operations.

GR LD Main Features



PD - SERIES TENSIONERS

PD M36-M42 (55/60/65/70 AF) x TwoThreadTolerances x 2 DifferentMinimumBoltProtrussion

We believe that tensioning foundations
procedures should be performed with
tensioners with the same features as a
blade tensioner: safety, speed of use and
reliability.
PD tensioners have inherited all the
features of the GR LD tensioners, making
this family of tensioners, one of the safest
and reliable on the market for tensioning
foundations.



PD – Main Features

PD tensioners, in adition to include typical
features of a blade tensioner, this family of
tensioners are designed to be adapted to the
specific work with foundations bolts.

1. Spring Return: Many Foundation tensioners
in the market lack a real efective spring return
system. PD tensioners are assemblied using
Belleville springs that ensures a very fast oil
return to tank.
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2. Different Puller bars are available for
the same tensioner. We can combine
different internal thread height to face
real problems as irregular bolt
protrusion.

3. Due to in the field technicians uses
electric screwdrivers, we have improved
the design of the square drive to ensure
a longer life in service.

4. PD tensioners have a laser engraved
scale to make easier the control of the
bolt elongation.

PD – Main Features



5. We have designed special bridges, for
example for Offshore Tensioners,
reducing the contact pressure on the
flange.
High strengh steel ensures and an
improved design, ensures that the
tensioners keep a upright position after
many cycles, with no residual load
losses.

PD – Main Features



1. High quality Tensioners designed
under “on site” requirements.

2. Different safety devices that
makes the operation of these
tools a very safe task, no matter if
is a foundation tensioner or a
blade tensioner.

3. Efficient spring return in every
model.

4. Spare parts available to an
adequate prices.

5. The life cycle of these tensioners,
makes of them, a lasting
investment.

Summary of Advantages:



The advantage of buying a Texas
Controls Equipment it is not only
reflected in the quality of them, but
on the commitment of service we will
assume to ensure that the life cycle of
our equipment is the most
advantageous as possible:

-1. Minimum Stock: We will guarantee
10 units for fast delivery of M30 and
PD36-42, and 5 units of GR64.

-2. Spare Parts in Stock: We will
guarantee stock of the most common
spare parts to a fast delivery.

Service Commitment:



-3. Rental Fleet: To face production
peaks without investment. Texas
Controls has the most important
Rental Fleet in Europe of Tightening
Equipment.

-4. On Site Training about safe use of
the equipment. We have performed
several trainings for Vestas around the
world.

-5. Proactive Attitude and Customer
Orientation.

-6. In-house manufacturing and repair.

Service Commitment:



SPECIAL DESIGNS:

REACTION ARMS FOR VESTAS NACELLES –G97 (RSL4-RSL8):


